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EY1 

 

Generator Auditor CIK EntityRegistrantName Total EntityComments 

Merrill EY 0001503518 21st Century Oncology Holdings, Inc. 2 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept, 
rtsx:IncomeLossFromEquityMethodInvestmentsNetOfTax. When 
fixed, need new reporting style, IEMIT. 

Workiva EY 0000002488 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC 1 CFE: Three conflicting concepts for line item income from 
continuing operations before tax. 

Workiva EY 0000874761 AES CORP 2 CFE: Held for sale cash issue, cash flow statement. Need new 
report frame. SPEC8 but with IEMIT. 

Workiva EY 0001499268 Affinity Gaming 1 CFE: WHOLE revenue concept used within PART (PART used 
outside WHOLE). 

RR 
Donnelley 

EY 0001124804 ALLSCRIPTS HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS, INC. 1 CFE: WHOLE-PART conflict related to income statement concept, 
us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest 

Workiva EY 0001176948 ARES MANAGEMENT LP 1 CFE: Inappropriate use of dimensions on balance sheet. 

RR 
Donnelley 

EY 0001645494 ARRIS INTERNATIONAL PLC 1 CFE: Inappropriate use of dimensions on SCI. 

EDGARfilings 
PROfile 

EY 0000792987 ASTEC INDUSTRIES INC 1 CFE: Inappropriate use of concept us-
gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTaxPortionAttributa
bleToParent. 

EDGARfilings 
PROfile 

EY 0001332349 Brookdale Senior Living Inc. 1 CFE: Reversed polarity of fact for net income attributable to 
noncontrolling interest. 

Workiva EY 0001358403 Bellicum Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 1 CFE: Uses us-gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTax to 
represent comprehensive income. 

Workiva EY 0000885725 BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION 1 CFE: Inconsistent/conflicting revenue facts. 

Workiva EY 0000014707 CALERES INC 1 CFE: Inconsistent/conflicting revenues facts. Intersegment sales, 
segment information. 

RR 
Donnelley 

EY 0001020214 CERUS CORP 1 CFE: Contradictory revenues facts. 

Workiva EY 0001586300 CHC Group Ltd. 4 CFE: Mixing partnership and corporation net income concepts. 
Reversed fact polarity Comprehensive Income (Loss) Attributable 
to Noncontrolling Interest 

Workiva EY 0000723254 CINTAS CORP 1 CFE: Inappropriate concept for net cash flow, us-
gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations 

Workiva EY 0000726854 CITY HOLDING CO 1 CFE: Conflicting/inconsistent provision for loan loss issue. Error 
related to concept us-
gaap:ComprehensiveIncomeNetOfTaxIncludingPortionAttributab
leToNoncontrollingInterest. 

Workiva EY 0001334978 Clear Channel Outdoor Holdings, Inc. 1 CFE: Improper use of concept us-gaap:AssetsNoncurrent in a 
disclosure. 

Workiva EY 0000028412 Comerica INC /NEW/ 1 CFE: Inconsistent net income (loss) facts. Issue related to 
undistributed earnings, us-
gaap:UndistributedEarningsLossAllocatedToParticipatingSecuriti
esDiluted. 

Workiva EY 0001367920 Concert Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 1 CFE: Using concept us-
gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTax to report 
comprehensive income. 
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21st Century Oncology Holdings, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1503518/000155837016010067/0001558370-16-010067-

index.htm 

Company created an inappropriate extension concept.  That concept exists in the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy.  If it does NOT exist, then someone should be able to precisely explain the difference 

between the existing concept “us-gaap:IncomeLossFromEquityMethodInvestments”.  See: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3552115)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-

us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_1)!rg~(rg~32*p~12) 

Further, there are numerous other public companies that report this exact pattern of facts and they DO 

use the existing US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy concept.  If this extension is correct, then those filings are 

incorrect and should be using an extension concept. 

What is missing is a clear explanation of exactly why this extension concept is justifiable and a clear 

message from the FASB that a new concept will be added and WHY that new concept is appropriate.  

There is no way one can justify not adding this high-level concept to the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy 

should this extension concept be somehow justifiable.  Further, that justification need not be some 

secret. Communicating the correct way to represent this and getting everyone on the same page would 

be a very good thing. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1503518/000155837016010067/0001558370-16-010067-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1503518/000155837016010067/0001558370-16-010067-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3552115)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_1)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3552115)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_1)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-

index.htm 

This might not be an error.  This is included in order to get to the bottom of the correct approach for 

using these two concepts.  This company reports these two facts: 

 

Income statement: (second concept) 

 

2434404 - Disclosure - Income Taxes (Details) (Schedule of Income (Loss) before Income Tax): (first 

concept) 

 

 Note that the following shows the relations between these two concepts per the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy: 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-index.htm
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Note that the filer reports a fact on the income statement using the concept “us-

gaap:IncomeLossFromEquityMethodInvestments”, see the line item “Equity in income 9loss) of ATMP 

JV” on above income statement. 

And therefore, those three concepts all reconcile appropriately. 
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AES CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-

index.htm 

 

Income statement: SECOND concept 

 

Note that the line item “Net equity in earnings of affiliates” reports the fact using the concept  “us-

gaap:IncomeLossFromEquityMethodInvestments” 

Note that the following shows the relations between these two concepts per the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy but that the income from equity method investments reported to NOT reconcile these 

concepts. 

Also, in this case the SECOND concept is used on BOTH the income statement and the tax disclosure of 

the same information as ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC above, but HOW the concepts are used and 

what concepts are used is different. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2488/000000248817000043/0000002488-17-000043-index.htm
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This is the pre tax income disclosure: SECOND concept 

 

But then, the FIRST CONCEPT is used in the Segment disclosure:  

 

It seems to me that (a) there should be consistency between ADVANCED MICRO DECICES INC and this 

report and/or (b) any differences should be explainable.  
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Affinity Gaming 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499268/000162828016021206/0001628280-16-021206-

index.htm 

What is wrong with this filings is that the WHOLE of revenue is used as a PART; and a PART is used as the 

WHOLE. 

This is the relation between the concepts “us-gaap:Revenues” and “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” per the 

US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

Clearly one can see that “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” is a PART of the WHOLE “us-gaap:Revenues”. 

Yet, the roles of the concepts is reversed from how the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy represents those two 

concepts: 

 

That is an error. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499268/000162828016021206/0001628280-16-021206-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499268/000162828016021206/0001628280-16-021206-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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ALLSCRIPTS HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS, INC. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1124804/000156459017002448/0001564590-17-002448-

index.htm  

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, this is the relation between these three concepts: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555282)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-

us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

On the income statement, all three of these concepts are used.  However, a FORTH concept is added 

which is a PART of the WHOLE “Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest”.  So what the 

filer is saying is that the WHOLE of net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest PLUS MORE 

is the difference between total net income and net income attributable to parent. That violates what is 

specified by the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy.  Rather than using a WHOLE and then a PART; two PARTS 

should be used to reconcile the net income facts. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1124804/000156459017002448/0001564590-17-002448-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1124804/000156459017002448/0001564590-17-002448-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555282)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555282)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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ARES MANAGEMENT LP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1176948/000162828017001756/0001628280-17-001756-

index.htm 

Inappropriate use of dimensions on balance sheet.  Don’t want to fight this battle right now. Will 

document this at a later time. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1176948/000162828017001756/0001628280-17-001756-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1176948/000162828017001756/0001628280-17-001756-index.htm
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ARRIS INTERNATIONAL PLC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1645494/000119312517065796/0001193125-17-065796-

index.htm  

Inappropriate application of XBRL dimensions.  Talk to Campbell Pryde.  Further proof that this is 

represented incorrectly is that the XBRL calculation relations do not roll up. 

 

See the HTML: this is straight forward. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1645494/000119312517065796/0001193125-17-065796-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1645494/000119312517065796/0001193125-17-065796-index.htm
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ASTEC INDUSTRIES INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/792987/000079298717000008/0000792987-17-000008-

index.htm  

What is going on here in the statement of comprehensive income is that the filer is mixing “parent + 

noncontrolling interest” net income concept (i.e. us-gaap:ProfitLoss) and other comprehensive income 

attributable to PARENT. 

 

Further, comprehensive income (parent + noncontrolling interest) is NOT explicitly reported on the 

statement of comprehensive income, but it can be derived because both of its parts, the PARENT and 

the NONCONTROLLING INTERES are explicitly reported: 

 

Then, for this calculation, net income (loss) and other comprehensive income (loss) are both explicitly 

reported; but they do not reconcile to the total comprehensive income, the BLUE #1 above and below: 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/792987/000079298717000008/0000792987-17-000008-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/792987/000079298717000008/0000792987-17-000008-index.htm
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Statement of changes in equity: 
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Bellicum Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1358403/000135840317000050/0001358403-17-000050-

index.htm 

Used an “other comprehensive income” concept to represent “comprehensive income”.  Clear error. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1358403/000135840317000050/0001358403-17-000050-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1358403/000135840317000050/0001358403-17-000050-index.htm
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BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/885725/000088572517000006/0000885725-17-000006-

index.htm 

 

 

 

This is the relation between the concepts “us-gaap:Revenues” and “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” per the 

US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

Income statement: uses SECOND concept: 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/885725/000088572517000006/0000885725-17-000006-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/885725/000088572517000006/0000885725-17-000006-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Segment disclosure: uses FIRST concept to represent “Net sales allocated to reportable segments”. 
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Brookdale Senior Living Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1332349/000133234917000005/0001332349-17-000005-

index.htm 

Simple case of reversing the value of net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest.  Easy to 

see because ERROR amount is DOUBLE the value. 

 

Income statement: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1332349/000133234917000005/0001332349-17-000005-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1332349/000133234917000005/0001332349-17-000005-index.htm
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CALERES INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/14707/000001470717000010/0000014707-17-000010-

index.htm 

Conflicting/contradictory revenues concepts, used inconsistently with US GAAP XBRL taxonomy 

 

This is the relation between those concepts per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/14707/000001470717000010/0000014707-17-000010-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/14707/000001470717000010/0000014707-17-000010-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Income statement: uses SECOND concept. 

 

Segment disclosure: FIRST concept 
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CERUS CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1020214/000156459017003711/0001564590-17-003711-

index.htm 

Again, conflicting/contradictory revenues facts, inconsistent with US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy. After you 

have looked at several of these similar reporting situations and you see that “us-gaap:Revenues” is 

MISUSED in several different ways as contrast to consistently misused; then clearly something is going 

on. 

 

This is the relation between those concepts per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1020214/000156459017003711/0001564590-17-003711-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1020214/000156459017003711/0001564590-17-003711-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Income statement: SECOND concept. 

 

 

Segment disclosure: FIRST concept used 
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CHC Group Ltd. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1586300/000162828016022023/0001628280-16-022023-

index.htm  

Two errors. 

First error. The concept “us-gaap:IncomeLossFromContinuingOperations” is being used inconsistently 

from how other filers use that concept. This is one of the more misused concepts and appears in many 

incorrect paces, including in this case.  Further, the concept “us-gaap:NetIncomeLoss” is used to 

represent the “controlling interest” or more commonly called “parent”.  Note the two concepts “us-

gaap:ProfitLoss” and “us-gaap:NetIncomeLossAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest”.  The difference 

between those two is the net income attributable to parent (i.e. us-gaap:NetIncomeLoss). 

 

Second, value for line item “non-controlling interests” was entered in reverse: 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1586300/000162828016022023/0001628280-16-022023-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1586300/000162828016022023/0001628280-16-022023-index.htm
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This can be easily seen by the fact that the amount of the error is double the amount of the value in this 

testing jig: 
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CINTAS CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/723254/000072325417000002/0000723254-17-000002-

index.htm  

The problem with this filing is the improper use of the concept “us-

gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations” to represent what amounts to net cash flow. 

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, exchange rate changes is NOT part of “us-

gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations”: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3546475)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-

us)!path~(g~92628*p~0_0_1_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

But exchange gains are part of “us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsPeriodIncreaseDecrease”: 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/723254/000072325417000002/0000723254-17-000002-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/723254/000072325417000002/0000723254-17-000002-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3546475)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92628*p~0_0_1_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3546475)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92628*p~0_0_1_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Cash flow statement: note effect of exchange gains line item,  
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CITY HOLDING CO 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/726854/000072685417000011/0000726854-17-000011-

index.htm 

The ERROR is that these two concepts contradict one another. 

 

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, this is the relation between those two concepts.  Basically, it is 
logically IMPOSSIBLE for that second concept to have a value MORE that the first concept because the 
second concept is PART OF the first concept which is the WHOLE. 
 
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-
gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~162*v~5017)!con~(id~3576951)!net~(a~3214*l~777)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(wc)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 
 
So, the first issue is that the WHOLE is less than the PART which is logically impossible. 
 
Income statement: SECOND concept, also used on statement of cash flow. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/726854/000072685417000011/0000726854-17-000011-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/726854/000072685417000011/0000726854-17-000011-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~162*v~5017)!con~(id~3576951)!net~(a~3214*l~777)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(wc)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~162*v~5017)!con~(id~3576951)!net~(a~3214*l~777)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(wc)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Allowance for loan losses: FIRST concept. 
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Clear Channel Outdoor Holdings, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1334978/000133497817000004/0001334978-17-000004-

index.htm 

Use of the concept “us-gaap:AssetsNoncurrent” incorrectly in a disclosure is inconsistent with the 

balance sheet. 

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, this relationship is true: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3545538)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-

us)!path~(g~92626*p~0_0_2_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

Balance sheet: 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1334978/000133497817000004/0001334978-17-000004-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1334978/000133497817000004/0001334978-17-000004-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3545538)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92626*p~0_0_2_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3545538)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92626*p~0_0_2_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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Other assets disclosure: 

 

Interestingly, there are TWO problems. The second problem is that other assets per the disclosure 

above and the line item on the balance sheet use DIFFERENT CONCEPTS! 
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Comerica INC /NEW/ 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/28412/000002841217000048/0000028412-17-000048-

index.htm 

The US GAAP XBRL taxonomy changed between 2016 and 2017 for this relationship.  This is the current 

relationship between net income attributable to parent and net income available to common: 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-

gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555269)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-

us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

 

The undistributed earnings concept is: 

 us-gaap: UndistributedEarningsLossAllocatedToParticipatingSecuritiesBasic 

However, this filer is using a different concept. 

 

This is inconsistent with what others are doing. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/28412/000002841217000048/0000028412-17-000048-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/28412/000002841217000048/0000028412-17-000048-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555269)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555269)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555269)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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For more information see: 

SEE: ALARM.COM HOLDINGS, INC. (PWC) 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1459200/000145920017000007/0001459200-17-000007-

index.htm 

SEE: Artisan Partners Asset Management Inc. (PWC) 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1517302/000151730217000013/0001517302-17-000013-

index.htm  

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1459200/000145920017000007/0001459200-17-000007-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1459200/000145920017000007/0001459200-17-000007-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1517302/000151730217000013/0001517302-17-000013-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1517302/000151730217000013/0001517302-17-000013-index.htm
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Concert Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1367920/000136792017000009/0001367920-17-000009-

index.htm 

Inappropriate concept “us-gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTax” used to represent the line 

item “Comprehensive (loss) income”: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1367920/000136792017000009/0001367920-17-000009-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1367920/000136792017000009/0001367920-17-000009-index.htm

